Place- Dasamana
Name- Biswajit Bhoi

A thought to deserve the best from family:
Parents are very expectant from the children those satisfy the aim and goal of life for themselves meant for family
happiness. It is quite obvious that we should measure our performance for the parents. When ever we fail to make
the parents dream come true then the parents became hopeless. So far to make success the dreams of the family
and the parents we deserve the best thought for ourselves and make the way happened constructive.
In case of Biswajit it was also similar when the child seemed as the victim of the cerebral palsy due to some
complication in pregnancy of his mother. In due course the mother who did not follow the safety measure of the
doctor’s consultation during the natal period for which the child was born with disability. Gradually under the
identification of the child by the doctor that, the child unable to stand the parents became hopeless. Doctor said
that it can be curable and can be made over through exercise and therapy. Then a hope among the parents to
provide the child facilities of therapy and exercise was rouse. With the help of SNDAYP the child became easy with
standing the walking.
Biswajit is a 14 years old boy living with his parents in the village of Dasamana of sadar block in Puri District.
He is the son of Mr. Binod Bhoi and Mrs. Laxmi Bhoi and he has cerebral palsy. He has 2 daughters and one son and
he is the second child of his parents. His father is a BPL holder who is a daily wage labourer also by profession.
Though Biswajit is a cerebral palsy patient his mental state was very measurable. He was also a severe
mentally retarded child and he was also not talking and expressing his feelings. He was also not understanding
others feelings. He is now unable to stand and walk but able to sit (at the time of preparation of reports).
During pregnancy his mother felt severe headache and for relaxation from pain his mother took pain cure
medicine without the consultation with the doctor and this might be the causing of Biswajit’s disability. When his
parents saw that their son was unable to stand then they went to Oltapur hospital but the doctors said that it can be
curable with exercise and proper therapy. After some days it was not reduced and due to financial crisis of the
family they could not send him to any hospital for his treatment.
But before 6 months of preparation of this report SNDAYP has been working for the development of disable
children in that area. SNDAYP was then identified this case and provided some exercises and some daily living skills.
The CBRW made steps to make the child able to do his daily activities skills independently without depending upon
others.
By observing this case it was felt that as there was weak financial condition the family of the child expected
from the organization or any other sources for their son a proper support that the child would be able to stand and
walk. it was also very measurable case and it had to take more time for cure but if any Organization or any other
would find him to get some help to stand and walk then partially he would be self sufficient and his confidence label
would be increased.
Decidedly the support service was extended from SNDAYP under the supervision of physiotherapist. Some exercises
and therapies were extended to make the child stand and walk. Gradually the child started standing and walking
with the help of other things, materials, walls and the furniture. The parents and the family members also helped
him to stand and walk. At the better end of this story the child Biswajit started walking slowly and makes the laugh
of the parents quietly.

